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Overview
The ExchangeDefender admin portal is a powerful tool that gives you access to all of the
benefits our software has to offer, from the safety and convenience of your web
browser. This guide will familiarize you the basic operation of the admin portal and offer
helpful tips on how to manage your service to get the most out of your Inbox experience.

ExchangeDefender is a cloud-based security service that keeps your email safe from
SPAM, virus, malware, spyware, DDoS, and email attacks while also providing for
business continuity, email encryption, eDiscovery, compliance and regulatory long term
archiving. Everything is managed securely at https://admin.exchangedefender.com
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Logging In
Your login credentials should have been emailed to you by your IT
Solution Provider when your organization was first enrolled in
ExchangeDefender.

Note: This secure website is protected using the same level of encryption that your
bank, credit card, and ecommerce sites rely on.
1. To manage your ExchangeDefender service simply

open a browser and point it to:
https://admin.exchangedefender.com
2. Simply type in your email address and your password to login.
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Password Reminders
If you encounter issues with your login credentials you can always request to have them
emailed to you. To request a login credential reminder please click on forgot your ID or
Password? Link at: https://admin.exchangedefender.com
Provide your email address and the system will email you login credentials to
access the site.
If your email address is not protected by ExchangeDefender you will have to contact your
IT Solution Provider for further assistance. For security reasons, passwords cannot be
emailed to a different address or reset without access to your mailbox.
Note: Starting with September of 2018, in order to comply with stricter security
requirements, we will no longer store passwords and will instead send a password reset link
when credentials are requested.
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Dashboard Overview
Across the top you will find main ExchangeDefender navigation panel that gives you
quick access to popular ExchangeDefender features. On the left, you will see context
navigation menus that will lead you to more advanced settings and site sections
depending on what you’re currently working on.

ExchangeDefender navigation header gives you the ability to
quickly access important features and apply filters to specific
mailbox.
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1. “Give us feedback” enables you to provide ExchangeDefender team with feature
suggestions, ideas or complaints. As nearly 95% of our product features are
designed from user requests we encourage you to tell us when we could be doing
better or if something could make you more productive.
2. Account dropdown enables you to securely log out. For Service Providers and
Domain Manager/CIO, this dropdown allows you to quickly jump into a role and
site section that you have access to
3. Mail dropdown lists all email addresses protected by ExchangeDefender. If you
are managing a lot of email addresses, you can search for a specific one and only
display data for one email address or multiple addresses.
4. Quick Launch dropdown enables you to quickly jump to other ExchangeDefender
services without having to authenticate or remember other addresses.

Dashboard Overview
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Accessing Your SPAM Quarantines

ExchangeDefender processes email content automatically based on our scan patterns as
well as user defined policies. The safest thing to do is to allow ExchangeDefender to
Quarantine SPAM and SureSPAM messages so that they are not permanently deleted
and do not flood your inbox. You still have the ability to access these suspicious
messages through our admin portal at https://admin.exchangedefender.com right from
the dashboard.
First, select which email addresses you want to control from the Mail dropdown by
checking and unchecking appropriate mailboxes. By default, ExchangeDefender only
shows totals for the main account since that is what you will be checking the most and
will make the system run the fastest.
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Second, click on the appropriate SPAM or SureSPAM link immediately underneath. Our
portal displays the current number of new messages in each quarantine (messages that
have not been marked as reviewed).

Managing & Protecting Email Addresses
ExchangeDefender allows you to protect multiple email address that belong to you or
that you manage. You can assign all of your email addresses to your account so that you
can centrally manage them all.

Protecting an email address
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on Email Addresses from the side menu.
Click on “Add New” and provide the new email address in the popup window.
Click on Submit.
If the email address is valid and available for protection by ExchangeDefender,
it will be added to your managed email list and a confirmation email will be
sent.
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Managing Existing Email Addresses
ExchangeDefender makes management of the existing email security policies simple
even on the user level. Each email address in your account can have it’s own specific
SPAM handling policies that give you ultimate flexibility to handle your mail
appropriately, particularly if it’s shared with multiple people (ex: distribution groups,
shared mailboxes or public folders).
Below you will see a list of addresses currently being protected by ExchangeDefender.
Click the dropdown box located to the right of the email address to see a list of
management options.
•

Delete Address
This will remove the email address from the account
• Deliver Spam
This will set Spam to be delivered for the account. SPAM messages will go
through ExchangeDefender, subject will have [SPAM] appended to it and
message will be delivered as usual.
• Delete Spam
All SPAM messages will be deleted within ExchangeDefender as they are
identified. There is no way to later recover these messages or access their
contents through search.
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•

Deliver SureSpam
SPAM messages will go through ExchangeDefender, subject will have
[SURESPAM] appended to it and message will be delivered as usual.
• Delete SureSpam
All SureSpam messages will be deleted within ExchangeDefender as they
are identified. There is no way to later recover these messages or access
their contents through search.

SPAM quarantine to access messages that were identified by our content filtering as
SPAM. You can quickly locate a specific message by using the Find Messages search
function or you can browse the SPAM quarantines by clicking on the appropriate email
address.
You can mark multiple messages as reviewed so they will no longer show up in SPAM
totals or show up as new when you revisit your portal.
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Note: There is no way to “Delete” messages from SPAM quarantines, they are automatically
expired from the system based on organizations settings. Why don’t we allow users to delete
messages? Mostly for regulatory compliance reasons but also because we use a single instance
engine store – often messages are copied or blind carbon copied to other recipients and
allowing one user to destroy the piece of SPAM makes it impossible for others to access it if
necessary.

SPAM Quarantine view allows you to export the list of SPAM messages or print the
entire listing if you need it for archiving purposes.
There are four menu options available when dealing with SPAM:
- Release – Delivers the message from our Quarantine to your Inbox.
- Trust Sender – Delivers the message from our Quarantine to your Inbox and adds
the senders email address to Trusted Senders list so their future emails aren’t
quarantined.
- Review – Simply marks messages as seen so they don’t show up in SPAM reports
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-

or affect SPAM count numbers. Only used as a marker.
Show Released – Once messages are released from the Quarantine they will no
longer be visible in the SPAM quarantine listing. Show Released will show you
which messages we’ve already delivered from our Quarantine so you can request
to have it released again (in the event of email server issues)

You can manage multiple emails by checking the box next to them.
You can also view and preview the message by clicking the “I” icon next to the from
address.
SPAM severity indicates how certain we are about the SPAM contents of the message.
Severity starts at 1 for relatively benign messages containing unsolicited commercial
content all the way up to 4 which is for messages that contain known, person-reviewed
dangerous content (such as phishing, spoofing, links to malware or dangerous sites, etc)
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What is the difference between SPAM and SureSPAM?
ExchangeDefender uses automated text and pattern to determine if there are many
likely SPAM patterns in each message you receive. If we are fairly confident (80%
certainty) that the message is SPAM based on its contents and sender information, we
will categorize it as SPAM. If we have previously seen the email, or had it reported or
manually identified as SPAM based on dangerous content (99% certainty) we will store
it in the SureSPAM quarantine.
If you choose to (Deliver or Delete) your SPAM or SureSPAM messages you will not see
the SPAM quarantines because no SPAM would be stored by our system. To browse the
messages simply clock on SPAM or SureSPAM quarantine you wish to review.

Managing Whitelists & Trusted Senders
ExchangeDefender allows you to manage your own whitelist of email senders that
you never want screened for SPAM content. Our software constantly learns from your
usage patterns and adjusts the SPAM scores for your individual mailbox.
Note: This function should be used only when you are certain that you wish to
trust this sender.

Adding a trusted sender
1. Select Trusted Senders from the top menu.
2. Provide the email address or domain you wish to whitelist.
3. Select the address that will receive the messages, or choose “Apply to all my
email addresses”.
4. Click Submit.
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Removing a Trusted Sender
Click the red trashcan icon next to the email you wish to remove.
A dialog will then pop-up notifying you the address has been removed.
At the bottom of this page you will see a list of addresses, these are the current list of
trusted senders/domains on the user account.
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Managing Settings
ExchangeDefender Settings section allows you to customize the functionality of
ExchangeDefender to suit your needs. You can set your defaults for reporting, paging,
time zones and even change your password if permitted by your IT Solution Provider.
Email reports (for ExchangeDefender Pro) allow you to receive up to two daily digest
reports containing SPAM messages that have been quarantined by ExchangeDefender.
This enables you to quickly scroll through quarantined messages in your Inbox without
logging into the admin portal.
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